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About us

Vision Australia’s Vision Store features a comprehensive selection of innovative adaptive technology products, magnifiers and daily living aids for people who are blind or have low vision, sourced from suppliers right around the world.

And our range is always growing.

We’ve made it easy to shop in ways that best suit you. You can view a selection of our products online, chat to us over the phone or via web chat, or come in to one of our Vision Stores. Or, if you’d prefer, please feel most welcome to book a home visit by one of our professional service providers.

As well as the latest supportive products, our services include:

- Low Vision Clinics
- Allied Health
- Library
- Vision Australia Radio
- Children
- Employment
- Seeing Eye Dogs

We are proud to be an approved Department of Veterans’ Affairs (DVA), National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) and My Aged Care (MAC) supplier and can help you get the most from your funding.

Our aim is to support all Australians who are blind or have low vision, at every age and life stage, to achieve their personal goals.

Our aids and technology products can help you to enhance your functional independence at home, at school, at work and in your local community so you can comfortably and safely live the life you choose.

If you have any questions about our product range or would prefer to order over the phone, simply call 1300 84 74 66 between 9am and 5pm AEST on weekdays and a member of our friendly, professional team will be glad to assist you.
Let us help you with your NDIS consumables

Vision Australia is committed to helping you on your NDIS journey and have included a special NDIS Consumables icon on suitable products in our range. Consumable items are generally lower cost items to support your everyday activities at home and in your community.

Consumables fall under the ‘Core Supports’ budget available through NDIS. If the NDIS has approved a consumables budget in your plan, this can be used to purchase adaptive daily living equipment through Vision Store and Vision Australia offices.

C NDIS Consumables

To help you quickly and efficiently with your NDIS consumable budget questions, there is some information that we recommend you have at hand to optimise your visit to Vision Australia and Vision Store.

Bring along a copy of your NDIS Plan on your first visit. But if you don’t have a copy of your Plan, that’s ok. If your consumables budget is Agency Managed, we will need your NDIS number and plan start and end dates. To find out your budget allocation to spend on consumables, please refer to your NDIS Plan as consumables vary from $500 up to $1500, depending on your plan.

To determine your budget to spend on consumables, it will depend on how you are managed:

a. Plan Managed – Contact your Plan Manager and ask them to provide you with information about how much you have remaining on your consumables budget (please note, due to privacy and confidentiality legislation, Vision Australia is unable to contact Plan Managers on your behalf to request consumable budget information.)

b. Agency or Self-Managed – Log onto the NDIS participant portal (myplace)*

If you have any other questions regarding your NDIS consumables budget, please do not hesitate to contact Vision Australia on 1300 84 74 66.

*myplace is a secure website portal on the Australian Government’s myGov website where you or a person you trust (a nominee or child representative) can access your NDIS information.

Disclaimer: This information is intended as a guide only. Please refer to the NDIS website and the NDIS assistive technology guidelines for clarification regarding the categorisation of the individual product or products you are interested in.


Let us help you if you are a Department of Veterans’ Affairs Gold or eligible White Card Holder

DVA Department of Veterans’ Affairs

Vision Australia is committed to help and support the veterans’ community so they can remain independent and comfortably live the life they choose.

Vision Australia’s Vision Store provides a wide selection of products for different visual needs, enabling you to complete a variety of daily living tasks more easily and efficiently.

We have included a special Department of Veterans’ Affairs (DVA) icon on products that can be funded by DVA to entitled veterans through the Rehabilitation Appliances Program (RAP). All of these aids and solutions are subject to assessed clinical needs and may require prior approval from DVA.

If you have any questions regarding what products can be funded by DVA, please do not hesitate to contact Vision Australia’s DVA hotline on 1300 36 54 92.

Pricing

You can find the latest pricing for all of our products online at www.shop.visionaustralia.org

Due to ongoing freight complexities associated with the COVID pandemic, prices do change from time to time. Vision Australia is committed to offering the lowest price possible.
**Powerlux Illuminated Magnifier**
The Powerlux line of stand magnifiers offers the perfect solution for maximising vision comfort and exceptional ease of use.

**Visolux+ LED Magnifier 3x**
The Visolux+ is an illuminated stand magnifier with a magnification strength of 3x.

**Eschenbach Stand Magnifier**
An 8x non-illuminated stand magnifier, ideal for reading tasks.

**Strip Magnifier**
These are magnifiers that come in a long bar shape. They rest directly on a page of text and you can move it as you read. Available in two sizes.

**Maxi-plus Chest Magnifier**
This optical magnifier provides 2x magnification with an additional 4x magnification lens and can be worn round the neck.

**Chest Magnifier**
This optical magnifier provides 1.5x magnification and can be worn around the neck for hands-free use. Ideal for reading or tasks that require two hands like crafts.
**Chest Magnifier With LED Light**

This optical magnifier with inbuilt LED light provides 2x magnification and designed to be worn around the neck for hands-free tasks. Features LED lighting for the best illumination and long economical life.

**ES0765**

---

**Close Focus Monocular**

This monocular offers magnification and provides distance and close up viewing. Available in different strengths.

**WIDE SELECTION AVAILABLE**

---

**Eschenbach Binoculars**

These distance viewing aids can assist with reading signs or watching a live concert, sporting event or theatre production. Comes in two strengths.

**6x 18 ES0034 | 4x 18 ES0035**

---

**LabMed Headband and Clip-on Magnifier**

Clip-on magnifiers are designed to provide spectacle wearers with hands-free magnification. Available in two different strengths.

**2.5x MAG ES0028 | 3.0x MAG ES0029**

---

**Headband Binocular Magnifier Accessory**

Clip-on magnifier lens only, which is for the Headband Binocular magnifiers (ES0028 and ES0029).

**2.5x MAG ES0032 | 3.0x MAG ES0033**
Eschenbach Pendant Magnifier
This pendant magnifier is non-illuminated with 3.5x lens. Available in gold and chrome.

GOLD ES0009 | CHROME ES0010

Telemed Binocular Glasses
These binoculars provide 3x or 4x magnification and are ideal for distance viewing.

3x ES0058-SO | 4x ES0711

Rido-Med Binocular Glasses 2.5x
These binoculars provide 2.5x magnification and are ideal for near viewing.

ES0710-SO

Eschenbach Clip-On Binocular Magnifier
Clip-on magnifiers are designed to provide spectacle wearers with hands-free magnification. Available in two different strengths.

2.0x MAG ES0700 | 3.0x MAG ES0702

Eschenbach Max Glasses
Max glasses offer a range of glasses that allow you to perform or enjoy all events. Available in a range of different strengths.

WIDE SELECTION AVAILABLE

Eschenbach Max TV Clip
The Max TV Clip attaches to the Max TV glasses and provides an additional 2x magnification to objects approximately three metres away.

ES0916
**Eschenbach Max Detail Clip**
Clip on lenses for the Max Detail glasses providing an extra 2x magnification.

ES0763

**Visulette Dome**
A magnifier that looks like a paper weight with 1.8x magnification. Available in two different sizes.

65mm ES0303 | 95mm ES0302

**Eschenbach LED Visulette**
A stand magnifier with inbuilt LED lights. Available in 2.2x and 3.6x magnification.

2.2x MAG ES0311 | 3.6x MAG ES0312

**A4 Acrylic Magnifier Sheet**
A4 size Acrylic sheet providing 2x magnification. Ideal for reading documents, newspapers or magazines.

ES0250

**2.25x Magnifier Dome With LED Lights**
A 2.25x dome-shaped magnifier containing bright LED lights by pushing down on the rim of the magnifier.

ES0320

**Eschenbach Magnifier Head Only**
Magnifying head that attaches to either the ES0600 or ES0604 handle. Designed to rest on top of the reading material.

WIDE SELECTION AVAILABLE
Eschenbach Electric Halogen Handle
Used with an interchangeable magnifying head of your preferred strength, the handle provides illumination with its halogen globe.

Eschenbach LED Battery Handle
Used with an interchangeable magnifying head of your preferred strength, the handle provides illumination with its LED lights.

Visomed Magnifier – Rectangle
This optical handheld magnifier has a rectangle head with a large field of view and ideal for reading tasks.

Visomed Magnifier – Round
This portable handheld magnifier has a round head. Available in different strengths.

Mobilux LED Handheld Magnifier
These optical handheld magnifiers have inbuilt LED lights providing extra illumination. Available in different magnification strengths.

Mobase Stand
This stand can be used with the Mobilux LED handheld magnifiers. Available in a range of different sizes.
### Combi Plus
A portable optical magnifier. You can use it either as a handheld magnifier or unfold the metal legs and use it as a stand magnifier. Available in different strengths.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Magnification</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.6x</td>
<td>MAG. ES0160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5x</td>
<td>MAG. ES0186</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Schweizer Functional Reading Magnifier
An ideal reading tool, with its single aspheric lens and lightweight grey handle. Available in different strengths.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Magnification</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.0x</td>
<td>MAG. ES0101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.0x</td>
<td>MAG. ES0102</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Eschenbach Hand Magnifier
A suitable hand magnifier for those who require low level of magnification. An additional high-magnification lens enables small details to be read.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Magnification</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.0x</td>
<td>MAG. ES0120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0x</td>
<td>MAG. ES0121</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Eschenbach Biconvex Handheld Magnifier
Non-illuminated handheld optical magnifiers, ideal for reading tasks. Comes in various magnification strength.

WIDE SELECTION AVAILABLE

### Circular Hand Magnifier With LED Light
This optical handheld magnifier provides 2x magnification with a 6x bifocal spot lens and has inbuilt LED light.

ES0570

### 3.5x Folding Pocket Magnifier
Pocket-sized circular shaped handheld magnifier. The optical lens folds out of a protective sleeve.

ES0002
Visolux FHD Digital Magnifier

- High quality digital magnifier for reading – 2X to 22X.
- High resolution digital camera
- Large 12 inch screen weighing less than 1kg.
- Operation by keys or touchscreen.
- HDMI input & output for connection to TV or camera.
- Dynamic line scrolling horizontally and vertically.
- Removable reading line for better orientation.

Mobilux 3.5x LED Handheld Magnifier

The ideal illuminated pocket magnifier by Eschenbach features:

- Aspheric PXM lightweight lens, cera-tec coated for a distortion-free image with edge-to-edge sharpness.
- Simple to use, large and easy to operate light switch for LED.
- Choice of 3 different light colours/light intensities provided with filters.
- The LED light used by Eschenbach Optik has a service life of approximately 50,000 hours.

- Defined focusing distance, the focusing distance (from eye to virtual image) is 400mm.
- Easy to change batteries.
- Includes a protective case for lens of view.

Magnifiers Australia are the biggest distributor of magnifiers and are the exclusive agents of Eschenbach in Australia. Magnifiers Australia partner with Vision Australia to supply the Eschenbach to Australians with low vision.
Eschenbach Aspheric Folding Magnifier
Portable pocket-sized circular shaped handheld magnifier. The optical lens folds out of a protective sleeve. Available in different strengths.

WIDE SELECTION AVAILABLE

Eschenbach Slide-Out Magnifier
Pendant magnifier provides magnification. Available in different strengths and coloured sleeves.

WIDE SELECTION AVAILABLE

Eschenbach Slide-Out and Folding Magnifier
Multi purpose handheld slide out/folding pocket magnifier providing different levels of magnification.

ES0025

Super Bright Pop-up Magnifier With LED Light
Optical handheld magnifier provides 2x magnification with inbuilt LED white light to provide extra illumination.

ES0571

Focusable Telescope
A focusable non-illuminated telescope which can magnify 2.8x and 3.4x.

ES0194

Universal Carrier Frame
Carrier frame for the focusable telescope (ES0194).

ES0196
**Bright Field 1.8x Dome Magnifier**

A dome shaped magnifier that provides 1.8x magnification and is 65mm in diameter.

**ERGO-Lux Mobil Handheld Magnifier**

These Schweizer handheld magnifiers are designed to fit in your hand for a more natural and comfortable reading position. Provides 3.5x magnification.

**3x Foldable LED Magnifier**

A compact, foldable LED magnifier that provides 3x magnification. Slide it out of its protective sleeve to reveal the bright LED light.

---

**LIFE CHANGING**

IrisVision re-defines possibilities for those living with low vision.

A life changing, remotely connected smart visual assistive device. IrisVision’s platform does more than provide sight, but connects people with their world.

For more information, please contact Vision Australia

shop.visionaustralia.org | visionstore@visionaustralia.org | 1300 84 74 66

Vision Australia's Product Catalogue
**Explore 8 Handheld Electronic Magnifier**
An 8” HD portable electronic magnifier providing adjustable magnification up to 30x. It also has distance viewing allowing the user to look at writing on signs and boards.

ESVM0083

**Explore 5 Handheld Electronic Magnifier**
A 5” HD portable electronic magnifier with a handle providing adjustable magnification up to 22x.

ESVM0081

**Visolux XL Portable Digital Magnifier**
A 12” digital magnifier that provides up to 22x adjustable magnification. It features a touch screen interface and built-in stand which is ideal for reading documents and the newspaper.

ES0154

**Vision Buddy**
A wearable device that allows a person with low vision to watch TV, e.g. Netflix or play video games.

PH: 1300 84 74 66 to find out more

**IrisVision**
The IrisVision is a wearable device with powerful magnification capabilities for people with low vision.

ES6517-KO
Ruby 5 HD Electronic Magnifier
A 5” HD portable electronic magnifier providing adjustable magnification up to 14x.

ESVM137-SO

Ruby 7 HD Handheld Electronic Magnifier
A 7” HD portable electronic magnifier providing adjustable magnification up to 24x.

ESVM157-SO

Mercury 12 Laptop Tablet Magnifier with OCR Speech
A Windows Tablet that provides live magnification and features OCR (text-to-speech).

ESVM0005-SO

Mercury 12 With Distance Camera
A Windows Tablet that provides live magnification and features OCR (text-to-speech) and a camera for distance viewing.

ESVM0007-SO

HumanWare Prodigii Connect 12
Digital magnifier providing live magnification and OCR (text-to-speech) capabilities. Comes with optional camera for distance viewing.

WIDE SELECTION AVAILABLE
**Zoomax Snow 12” with Speech**
A 12” digital magnifier that provides up to 19x live adjustable magnification and has text-to-speech capabilities. Comes with a stand too.

**ESVM2020**

**Zoomax Snow 7” with Speech**
A 7” digital magnifier that provides up to 19x live adjustable magnification and has text-to-speech capabilities.

**ESVM2021**

**Ease Arm for Zoomax Snow 7” with Speech**
An optional extra swivel arm tailored for the Snow 7” that allows you to capture documents more easily for the text-to-speech feature.

**ESVM2022**

---

**SNOW 12**
Video Magnifier by Zoomax

Text-to-Speech
Slim & Modern
Comfortable to Read and Write

Put Snow 12 on your favorite book and enjoy reading time now!
Optelec Traveller HD
The Traveller HD is a portable 13.3” electronic magnifier that allows you to comfortably read printed text wherever you are.

ESVM110-SO

Stand for Traveller HD
Optional Stand for the Traveller HD which will make writing tasks easier.

ESVM111-SO

Pacific Vision

A range of quality & innovative technology solutions for people with low vision and blindness

BRAILLE SENSE 6 - The best notetaker for today’s workplace
- 32-Cell Braille Notetaker with 6 GB memory
- Designed with the fastest hardware
- Powered by Android 10

ENVISION GLASSES - AI-powered smartglasses for the blind and visually impaired
- Turn any text into speech with Scan Text
- Get detailed Scene Descriptions anywhere
- Find friends in an instant, with Face Recognition
- Object Recognition, Colour Detection, Batch Scan, Cash Reader, and many more features constantly updated

TOPAZ® ULTRA - Full-featured video magnifier in a portable design
- 17.3-inch screen that easily folds away
- Portable with long, 5-hour battery life
- Offers distance, document and self view modes

For more information on these products please contact Vision Australia
**Clover Book Pro**  
A 12.5” digital magnifier that provides up to 60x live adjustable magnification, a distance camera for distance viewing and text-to-speech capabilities.

**Clover 3.5 HD Magnifier**  
This 3.5” portable electronic magnifier provides adjustable magnification up to 16x.

**Clover 5 HD Magnifier With Handle**  
This 5” portable electronic magnifier comes with a handle and provides adjustable magnification up to 20x.

**Clover 10 HD Magnifier With Stand**  
Portable 10” HD electronic magnifier with a stand providing adjustable magnification up to 18x. Use for near or distance viewing.

**Clover 6 HD Magnifier**  
A dual camera digital magnifier with a 6” screen and versatile handle. Provides up to 35x live adjustable magnification.

**Clover Book Lite**  
A 12.5” digital magnifier that provides up to 60x live adjustable magnification. Once set up, it is ideal for reading and writing tasks.
Quantum: Reading Learning Vision

Quantum Reading Learning Vision has provided services and quality products sourced from around the world to the low vision and blindness community for over 30 years. The following products are a sample of our extensive range of the latest assistive technology designed to meet your needs.

**CLOVER BOOK LITE**

A 12.5-inch portable electronic magnifier with an integrated foldable arm and lifting handle, the Clover Book Lite is very compact and easy to transport.

It transforms into a desktop device with a large display screen. Use either the physical buttons or touch screen controls to suit the way you want to work.

**ELBRAILLE 40 GEN 5, M3**

The ElBraille is a portable device designed for users who are blind or deaf-blind and want to stay connected.

ElBraille combines the flexibility of a modern mainstream Windows® 10 computer with JAWS® and a 40-cell Braille display with a full Braille keyboard to offer a fully accessible compact solution.

(JAWS and ElBraille display sold separately).

Contact Vision Australia if you have any questions regarding the Quantum RLV range.
**Enhanced Vision Merlin 24” HD**  
Desktop magnifier featuring full HD and XY tray. Provides adjustable magnification up to 70x.  
ESVM135-SO

**Enhanced Vision Merlin Elite Pro 24” with Speech**  
Desktop magnifier featuring full HD and OCR (text-to-speech) capabilities. Provides adjustable magnification up to 70x.  
ESVM116-SO

**Enhanced Vision Acrobat HD 24”**  
See near, far and everything in between with its versatile camera. Provides up to 99x adjustable magnification.  
ESVM120-SO

**Enhanced Vision Acrobat Mini HD 13.3”**  
See near, far and everything in between with the Acrobat mini HD. Small and lightweight in design and provides up to 65x magnification.  
ESVM146-SO

**Enhanced Vision DaVinci HD With OCR**  
Featuring full HD, text to speech and a 3 in 1 camera. Provides adjustable magnification up to 77x.  
ESVM132-SO

**Freedom Scientific ONYX Portable HD**  
A lightweight portable 3-in-1 camera for reading, writing or magnification tasks at any distance. Connect to a monitor or PC.  
ES0166-SO

shop.visionaustralia.org  
Call today on 1300 84 74 66
Freedom Scientific ONXY Portable HD XY Table
The optional Onyx Portable HD XY reading tray allows you to keep your book, document, or newspaper lined up to make reading easier.
ES0168-SO

Freedom Scientific ONYX 24” HD with Speech
A desktop magnifier with a 3-in-1 camera for reading, writing or magnification tasks at any distance, with integrated OCR (text-to-speech) feature.
ESVM138-SO

Freedom Scientific ONYX Deskset HD
This portable desktop magnifier offers a 3-in-1 camera for reading, writing and viewing magnified images at any distance. Available in various screen sizes.
WIDE SELECTION AVAILABLE

Freedom Scientific Topaz PHD 15” with Battery
The lightweight TOPAZ PHD offers the comfort and productivity features of a desktop magnifier but folds away like a laptop.
ES0180-SO

Freedom Scientific Topaz HD Desktop Magnifier
Desktop magnifier provides adjustable magnification up to 67x.
WIDE SELECTION AVAILABLE

HumanWare Reveal 16
16” digital magnifier with a versatile camera for near and distance viewing. Provides up to 45x magnification. Optional tray available.
ESVM0010-SO | ESVM0019-SO with Tray
**HumanWare Reveal 16i**  
16” touch screen digital magnifier with text-to-speech capabilities. Connect to the internet to access Android apps via Google Play Store. Optional tray available.

ESVM0011-SO | ESVM0022-SO with Tray

**Carry Case for Reveal 16**  
Optional carry case for the Reveal 16 or Reveal 16i.

ESVM0012-SO

**Optelec ClearView C 22 One**  
This 22” desktop magnifier provides adjustable magnification up to 27x.

ESVM2006-SO

**Optelec ClearView C 24 Wide Speech**  
This 24” desktop magnifier provides adjustable magnification up to 75x and also features OCR (text-to-speech) capabilities.

ESVM2005-SO

**Optelec ClearView Flex 24 WideView**  
This 24” desktop magnifier provides adjustable magnification up to 75x. The space saving design provides you with more working space to read and write.

ESVM2008-SO

**Optelec ClearView C 24 WideView**  
This desktop magnifier features a 24” HD screen and adjustable magnification up to 75x.

ESVM2007-SO
**In the Home**

**Infla Needle Threader**
This automatic needle threader makes threading small or large sewing needles quick and easy. It can do single or double threading.

ES7502

**Self Thread Machine Needles (5 Pack)**
These self thread machine needles will fit any sewing machine manufactured during the last 15 to 20 years.

SIZE 12/80 ES7516 | SIZE 14/90 ES7518

**Self Thread Needles (6 Pack)**
Packet of six hand-sewing needles with a gap at the top of the eye for easy threading.

ES7510

**Talking Desktop Calculator with Headphone Jack**
This talking desktop calculator can be used with headphones. Buttons are black with white numbers and labels.

ES8572

**Big Number Pocket Talking Calculator With Clock**
This 10 digit talking calculator also acts as an alarm clock. This visual aid allows you to press the time button to hear the time.

ES8573

**Touch Talking Desk Calculator**
An 8 digit display calculator features a touch function that enables you to hear the number when you place your finger before pressing the button.

ES7122
Tape King Talking Tape Measure with Spirit Level
It features a large LCD display and a clear sounding voice when the measurement is spoken.

ES7601

Fibreglass Measuring Tape
Standard large print markings with tactile indications for sewing. Features one small hole every half and one larger hole every 1 inch. Only in imperial measurement.

ES7602

Talking Builder’s Tape Measure
5 metre talking builder’s measuring tape. Readings can be taken in feet, inches, metres, centimetres or millimetres.

ES7600

Clover Tracing Wheel Serrated Spurwheel
The serrated edges on this tracing wheel make it ideal for marking directly on fabric.

ES4090

Nimble One Finger Cutting Tool
This is a simple cutting device in the form of a thimble. Cut paper, plastic or cardboard only.

ES0067

Vision Australia Calendars and Diaries
Get organised with our range of calendars and diaries. Easy-to-read dates with large print, extra large and braille versions available.

WIDE SELECTION AVAILABLE
PenFriend 3 Audio Labeller
This labelling device helps you label everything you want in your own audio recorded voice. Supplied with 127 mixed size and coloured labels.
ES6290

PenFriend White Labels
380 additional sticky labels to use with the PenFriend Audio Labeller. Four different packs available.

PenFriend Laundry Labels
Additional laundry labels for use with the PenFriend Audio Labeller. Four different packs available.

PenFriend Coloured Label Pack
Contains 418 individual self-adhesive labels in two colours, orange and yellow. Use with your PenFriend Audio Labeller.
ORANGE ES6303 | YELLOW ES6305

Bump Dots
Bump Dots are tactile markers allowing you to mark objects. A simple way to mark everyday items.

Loc Dots (6 pack)
Pack of six clear plastic adhesive raised dots that can be used as tactile markers. Great for keyboards and other appliances.
ES6200
**Tacti-Mark Orange**
An orange-coloured liquid plastic that sets hard and is an excellent tool for marking objects.

**Raised 3D Marking Paint**
This marking paint can be used to make three dimensional tactile markings that can easily be felt by touch.

**Key Covers - Caps**
These colourful key cover caps will fit over your keys to make your keys easy to differentiate.

**Reizen RL-350 Braille Labeller**
Hand held portable Braille labeller which uses 12mm wide adhesive labelling tape.

**Dymo Tape**
Replacement 12mm tape with peel off adhesive backing for use in Dymo braille labeller. Used for labelling items in braille.

**“I Have Low Vision” Badge**
Badge that can be worn to indicate to others that the wearer has low vision.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Description</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Big Print Address Book</td>
<td>ES0116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This Big Print address book has big, bold print in easy-to-see font sizes and high quality paper.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large Print Spiral Bound Teledex</td>
<td>ES6520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large print telephone book for people with low vision to record telephone numbers.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Money Note Organiser</td>
<td>ES6302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compact vinyl wallet that has five separate sleeves and each sleeve is sized to fit the specific note value only.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Talking Food Thermometer</td>
<td>ES7255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital talking thermometer with a stainless steel probe used to measure the temperature of cooked food and liquids.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Talking Measuring Jug</td>
<td>ES7250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This talking measuring jug measures amounts of liquid in metric and imperial units.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vision Australia Talking Microwave</td>
<td>ES0245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This talking microwave is fully accessible and was specifically designed for blind and low vision users.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Non-Slip Table Mat and Coaster Set
Placemat and coaster set featuring unique pressure sensitive, non-slip qualities. Available in a range of colours.

Non-Slip Mat For a Cup (Blue)
This non-slip blue holder fits snugly onto the bottom of a standard-sized cup or glass, preventing unwanted movement, sliding or spillage.

Non-Slip Oblong Mat
A rectangular shaped non-slip mat. Hold your plates, cups, bowls and chopping boards firmly in place with this ready-cut mat.

Non-Slip Mat 1 Metre Reel
A non-slip sheet in a roll. Simply cut to shape or size to suit your needs. Available in red or yellow.

Non Slip Place Mats
Rubber mat with non-slip surface. Place underneath cups, plates, bowls or appliances to prevent them slipping or moving around.

Dycem Round Mat
This circular mat can be used on tabletops to prevent household objects from slipping whilst in use, even on slanting tables.
Non-Slip Food Preparation Board
This non-slip board makes independent preparation of food possible. With a raised surface on three sides it will prevent food from sliding off.

ES0087

Bread Cutter Guide Board
Cut unsliced bread safely with this white plastic guide and board.

ES0071

Chopping Board
These single, coloured chopping boards are easier to see and made with strong and durable plastic.

GREEN ES0095 | RED ES0096

Measuring Cups
Set of five different coloured plastic measuring cups used for measuring quantities. Dishwasher safe.

ES7251

Black Measuring Cup Set
Easy-to-hold black plastic four-cup measuring set for wet and dry ingredients. As most of the things we measure are white or light coloured (flour, sugar and salt) it is easier to see them against a black background.

ES0237

Heat Resistant Gloves
Designed to protect your hands when handling hot items, this pair of gloves is heat resistant up to 350 degrees celsius. Available in different lengths.

MID ES0051 | FULL ES0088
**Splatter Screen Food Mixer Guard**
This splatter guard works with most food mixers; preventing soups, batters and other mixes from spitting.

**Plate Guard Round Shoulder**
This device attaches to the side of your plate and helps to keep your food on the plate while eating.

**Gripper Jar Opener With Handle**
This jar opener grips on to most jar lids or caps and then utilises a long handle to help make opening your jars and bottles easier.

**Jar And Bottle Opener**
Jar opener increases your grip and assists in opening jars. Fits all size jars and ensures a good seal.

**Chef’N Palmpeeler Vegetable Peeler**
This peeler sits comfortably in the palm of your hand and has a soft rubber grip on the top that fits around your finger like a ring, giving you good control of the blade while peeling vegetables.

**Water Boil Alert**
Placed in the bottom of a saucepan, this small stainless steel disc will rattle when the water reaches boiling point.

---
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Whistling Microwave Kettle
This microwave kettle features a lid for easy filling and an easy pouring spout. It holds up to 739ml of water.

ES7118

Anti-Spill Suction Mug
This very useful non-spill, twin wall insulated mug has a suction base, making it difficult to tip over.

WIDE SELECTION AVAILABLE

Audible and Vibrating Liquid Level Indicator
This device features sensors that let you know when the liquid gets to the top of your cup, through a series of sounds and vibrations.

YELLOW ES0072 | BLUE ES0073

Audible Liquid Level Indicator
It alerts the user with sounds and vibrations when liquid touches the prongs of the device. Handy for that afternoon tea or coffee.

ORANGE ES0359 | WHITE ES0360

Non-Spill Mighty Mug
A stainless steel non-spill coffee mug with an easy to use grip handle. This mug keeps beverages warm and is harder to tip than a normal mug.

WIDE SELECTION AVAILABLE

Magnetic Braille Timer
With a magnetic backing, it is the ideal kitchen timer to stick on your fridge. The numbers are white on a black background with bumps above each of the numbers.

ES7121
**Small Tactile Timer**
Small one hour, tactile timer with raised markings. Keep track of time in the kitchen, with the twist of a dial.

ES5400

**Big Bold Tactile Timer**
The big bold tactile timer is a kitchen timer that will help you keep track of time when cooking.

WHITE ES5401 | BLACK ES5402

**Talking Label**
A small easy to use label recorder, which allows you to record a 10 second message.

ES7120

**Talking Tins 20 Secs – Single Pack**
Record a 20 second voice recording of what’s in your tins using these yellow, circular, tin lids. Comes with a velcro strap for wrapping around non-metal containers.

ES0074

**Talking Tins 40 secs - Red 3 Pack**
Record a 40 second voice recording of what’s in your tins using these red circular tin lids. Comes with a velcro strap for wrapping around non-metal containers.

ES0290

**Talking Kitchen Scales & Easy-to-See Measuring Jug Set**
A set of talking scales with an easy-to-see measuring jug with bold marking and an easy-grip handle.

ES0084
**Compact Magnifying Mirror**
Compact folding make-up mirror that provides 10x/1x magnification to assist you when applying makeup.

**Magnifying Mirror 5x Suction Cup**
A magnifying mirror that provides your reflection at 5x magnification. Has a suction cup for easy mounting.

**Black & Gold Compact Mirror**
Provides a clear 10x magnification mirror and a true image mirror. The case is gloss black with gold detail in the centre of the lid and around the edges.

**Oral Medical Thermometer**
Talking oral medical thermometer delivers spoken results in 8 seconds and can give results in Fahrenheit or Celsius.

**Large Display Infrared Forehead Thermometer**
Easy to use infrared forehead thermometer featuring tactile buttons and a large LCD display to see the temperature reading in either Fahrenheit or Celsius.

**Infrared Personal Thermometer**
An infrared, non-contact thermometer, making it an excellent choice for personal or group safety. The thermometer will speak the temperature out aloud in Fahrenheit or Celsius.
Daily Pill Organiser
The Super 8 pill organiser is suitable for people on medication routines, featuring an alarm to prompt you to take your medication.

ES0053

Weekly Four-Times-A-Day Medtime Planner
28 compartments with removable covers and clearly printed with morning, noon, evening and bedtime for your medication.

ES7041

Seven Day Classic Pill Reminder Large
7 individual compartments clearly marked with letters and braille for your medication.

ES7057

Talking Bathroom Scales
A friendly voice announces weight in kilograms and is also displayed on an LCD screen. Available in two colours.

BLACK ES0365 | GREEN ES0366

Wizzpeg Sock Holders
Keep your socks always paired. Simply put into linen basket paired, wash, hang out and put away.

WIDE SELECTION AVAILABLE

Large Print Shower Labels
Large print labels that can be used as visual aids to identify household items in the bathroom and shower.

ES6015
CareSens N Voice Blood Glucose Monitoring System + Large Print Logbook
With its talking function and large screen, the CareSens N Voice makes testing a little bit easier for users that have low vision or are blind.

ES7005

Nail Clipper Magnifier
This handy, stainless steel nail clipper is attached to a 3.0x magnifier with inbuilt LED light, to assist you with clipping your nails.

ES0172

Hickies 2.0 Shoe Laces
Hickies laces are designed to be fastened only once on your shoes so you can put them on and take them off with ease. They are strong, flexible and comfortable.

WIDE SELECTION AVAILABLE

Ezy-Drop Guide & Eye Wash Cup
This device allows you to administer eye drops more easily.

ES7011
Tactile Wooden Draughts Set
Tactile version of draughts. The large raised black squares make it easy to feel your way across the board.

ES0348

Tactile Connect Four
A tactile version of the classic connect four game. The aim is to create a vertical, horizontal or diagonal row of 4 counters before your opponent.

ES8042

Tactile Tic Tac Toe
Wooden board with large cross and circle shaped pegs. Used for playing games of noughts and crosses.

ES8040

Braille and Large Print Monopoly
Play everyone’s favourite board game, now with extra large cards and money, in braille and large print.

ES7126

Snakes and Ladders
Handmade wooden snakes and ladders board game. Each square has braille numbering and the two pegs are shaped differently on top for ease of play.

ES7127

Tactile Chess Set
This wooden set has dark squares that contrast with recessed lighter ones, plus holes on the board to ensure the pieces stay in place.

ES8020
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Game</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Large Print Scrabble</strong></td>
<td>Another family favourite, this version of Scrabble is large print, so now everyone can play.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ES8010</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Braille Scrabble Board Game</strong></td>
<td>The ever popular board game is now available in braille. Now the whole family can enjoy playing Scrabble.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ES8011</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tactile Backgammon</strong></td>
<td>This game is divided into four tables with tactile ridges separating each point on the board. Tactile dice and counters are included.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ES0210</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Happy Families Braille Card Game</strong></td>
<td>Traditional card game in braille, for two to four players. The object being to collect as many complete families as possible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ES0349</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Large Print Playing Cards</strong></td>
<td>Large print, easy-to-see playing cards in durable plastic or plastic coated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ES8107</strong></td>
<td>WIDE SELECTION AVAILABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Braille Uno</strong></td>
<td>Uno is a popular family card game. These cards have braille embossing to identify number, colour and type of card.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ES8107</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Bananagrams - Word Game with Braille Tiles
In Bananagrams, players race against each other to build crossword grids and use all their letter tiles. There’s no turn-taking - it all happens at once and it’s a race to the finish.

Large Print Bingo Set
Set includes large print cards with easy-to-see bold, black numbers on a white background. 21 cards per pack. First person to call Bingo wins!

Tactile Dice
Two 3cm white dice with raised black dots so they can be identified by players using their sense of touch alone.

Tactile Dominoes
Standard set of tactile dominoes with raised black dots on white tiles.

Large Print Sudoku Book
Packed with 225 Sudoku puzzles to solve, ranging from easy to hard.

Jumbo Print Easy Crosswords Puzzle Book
This puzzle book includes 125 crossword puzzles with large print answers in the back. Each puzzle takes up two pages.
**How To Go Blind & Not Lose Your Mind Book**
This book discusses the process of losing your sight and ways to deal with it. Written by a person who has been through the process.

**ES0213**

**Positive Vision Book by Ken Brandt**
A book full of rollicking adventures and humorous incidents. Lots of fun examples showing the advantages of poor eyesight.

**ESMX3070**

**Basketball Kit with Buzzer for the Rim**
A basketball with bells inside that ring whenever the ball is in motion. Comes with a buzzer that you place on the basketball ring to locate with sound.

**ES8208**

**Firestorm Audible Soccer Ball**
Standard soccer ball with magnets inside that produce a loud rattling sound when the ball is in motion.

**ES8213**

**Rugby Ball – Audible Rattle (Rockstar)**
High performance soft touch rugby ball. Suitable for indoor games and recreational activities.

**ES8215**

**Audible Cricket Ball**
Our audible cricket ball will bowl you over. Listen to the sound of the ball as you learn to bowl or catch it if you can.

**ES8201**
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Large Print Keyboard
Standard computer keyboards featuring enlarged and high contrast characters that are easier to see.

WIDE SELECTION AVAILABLE

Large Print Keyboard Stickers
Available in both black lettering on a white background (lower case) and white lettering on a black background (upper case).

BLACK ES7434 | WHITE ES7435

Mini Bluetooth Keyboard for MAC
This keyboard is the answer to anyone who wants to type with ease on a Bluetooth device. Featuring large print keys.

WIDE SELECTION AVAILABLE

ZoomText Keyboard
Large print keyboard for easy typing and quick access to ZoomText.

WHITE ON BLACK ESKB003-SO
BLACK ON YELLOW ESKB004-SO

Large Print MAC ALBA Keyboard
Large print keyboard designed for use with MAC computers. Available in white on black or black on yellow.

WHITE ON BLACK ES0231 | BLACK ON YELLOW ES0232

Micro-Speak Plus Digital Voice Recorder
A simple to use digital voice recorder, featuring tactile buttons and specially designed software that provides spoken prompts and beeps to assist blind and low vision users.

ES7427
Olympus DM-720 Voice Recorder
The DM-720 voice recorder is high quality and equipped with an easy-to-use interface.

ES7426

AfterShokz Trekz Air Wireless Headphones – With Dual Mic
These wireless AfterShokz headphones feature dual mics and enable people to safely listen to their portable audio device.

ES7445

AfterShokz OpenMove Wireless Bluetooth Headphones
These Bluetooth open-ear bone conduction headphones enable people to safely listen to their portable audio device.

ES7456

Arkon Table Stand for Phone
This table stand for a smart phone is ideal to use for live streaming on a kitchen counter, table, desk, floor, workbench, or other flat surface.

ES0155

Belkin Portable Tablet Stand
A travel-friendly stand perfect for presenting, reading, recording video or surfing the web; this lightweight, durable stand also folds flat.

ESAP0096-SO

Large Print Easy Learning TV Remote
Simplified TV remote control that can be used with televisions which have an existing infrared remote.

ES7401
**Cobolt Talking Colour Detector**
Hand-held device that detects and announces the colour of a surface it is pointed to.

*ES7460*

**Authorised Apple Reseller**
Shop a wide range of iPhones, iPads, Apple watches, Apple computers and Apple accessories. Call us to find out more.

PHONE 1300 84 74 66

**Authorised Samsung Reseller**
Shop a wide range of phones, tablets, appliances, white goods and other Samsung products at Vision Australia. Call us to find out more.

PHONE 1300 84 74 66

**Smart Home Appliances**
We offer a range of SMART home appliances and technology that can help you become more independent in your home. Call us to find out more.

PHONE 1300 84 74 66

**Sangean AM/FM Accessible Radio**
The Accessible AM/FM radio is especially designed for blind or low vision users. Featuring large tactile buttons and dials. All menus and functions are spoken.

*ES0162*

**Google Nest Mini**
Google Nest Mini is a compact design smart speaker with the Google Assistant built in. Available in Chalk or Charcoal colours.

CHALK ESG0003 | CHARCOAL ESG0004
**Victor Reader Stream**
It’s an audio book reader, media player and digital recorder all in one! It also has the ability to play online content such as internet radio and podcasts.

**Victor Reader Stratus**
A DAISY talking book and media player. Comes in two models: 4M and 12M.

**Envoy Connect Audio Player**
A very simple-to-use audio book player that fits in the palm of your hand. Can hold up to 30 audio books. Also a great way to access the Vision Australia Library.

**Dolphin GuideReader Pod**
A small device that plugs into your TV via HDMI port that allows you to connect to online libraries and listen to audio books and podcasts. Requires Wi-Fi.

**ClearReader Basic**
A reading machine that combines fast text-to-speech and a choice of high quality naturally sounding voices.

**ClearReader Plus**
A reading machine that combines fast text-to-speech and a choice of high quality naturally sounding voices. Use with mains power or rechargeable batteries.
**ClearReader Plus Feature Pack**
Expands the functionality of the ClearReader+ and ClearReader Basic beyond text-to-speech to offer electronic magnification and document-saving capabilities.

**ClearReader Plus Carry Bag**
Carry bag for use with ClearReader Plus and ClearReader Plus Feature Pack.

**ReadEasy Evolve**
It is a portable machine that reads to you. It translates any printed text into crystal clear speech within seconds.

**ReadIt Air**
Is a compact, lightweight portable camera that works with the ReadIt software and enables instant access to printed documents converting them to large print and text-to-speech output.

**ReadIt Scholar HD**
A lightweight, portable camera system that plugs into any computer. Used with ReadIt software, you can instantly capture any document and it will convert it into large print and read it aloud.
PEARL Camera With OpenBook Software
The PEARL camera with Open Book software package gives blind and low vision users instant access to printed material.

ESOCR037-SO

PEARL Camera Only
This camera gives you access to printed material when connected to your computer. Requires OpenBook software which is not included.

ESOCR039-SO

OrCam MyEye Pro
A revolutionary voice activated device that attaches to most glasses. It can read printed text to you, recognise faces and banknotes and so much more.

ESVM0041

OrCam Read
A handheld device with a smart camera that seamlessly reads text from any printed surface or digital screen.

ESVM0043

OrCam Read Smart
A handheld device with a smart camera that seamlessly reads text from any printed surface or digital screen. Has the new Smart Reading feature.

ESVM0044

OrCam MyEye Smart
A revolutionary voice activated device that attaches to virtually any glasses. It conveys visual information audibly, in real-time and offline.

ESVM0042
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ZoomText Magnifier
ZoomText Magnifier enlarges and enhances everything on your computer screen, making all of your applications easy to see and use.

ZoomText Magnifier/Screen Reader
Low vision software with speech. This includes enlarging and reading everything on your computer, from documents and presentations, to web pages and email.

ZoomText Fusion Home Edition
Fusion provides the best of both worlds - ZoomText with screen magnification and JAWS for screen reading functionality. This version is for home personal use.

ZoomText Fusion Professional
Fusion provides the best of both worlds - ZoomText with screen magnification and JAWS for screen reading functionality. This version is for the work place.

JAWS Home Edition
Jaws is a popular screen reading software tailored for blind users. This version is for personal, home use.

JAWS Professional Edition
Jaws is a popular screen reading software tailored for blind users. This version is for use at a work place.

shop.visionaustralia.org Call today on 1300 84 74 66
See things differently
If you are 55 or older, reading, writing and looking at pictures may become more difficult and may seem impossible.

If your world has just gotten smaller due to vision loss, HumanWare has solutions

Reveal™ 16i
More than a simple digital magnifier, Reveal 16i is intuitive, smart and unique. View documents and distant objects, browse the internet or even video chat thanks to this new, all-in-one solution. Easy to fold, carry and store, the Reveal 16i is the ideal tool that adapts to your needs.

HumanWare technologies enable thousands of people across the globe to interact and enjoy the world around them.

For information, please contact Vision Australia
shop.visionaustralia.org
visionstore@visionaustralia.org | 1300 84 74 66
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Dolphin GuideConnect
Dolphin GuideConnect is simple, talking software for people with low vision and have little or no experience using computers.

ESSW106-SO

Dolphin GuideConnect Remote
A voice input and a tactile remote control for use with the Dolphin GuideConnect Software (not included).

ESSW111

Dolphin Screen Reader with SMA
Software for Windows computers for speech and braille access. Features clear human-sounding voices. Available in download or USB format.

USB ESSW101-SO | DOWNLOAD ESSW100-SO

SuperNova Magnifier and Screen Reader with SMA
Software for your Windows computer enabling you to find your perfect blend of magnification, screen reading and braille to get the job done.

USB ESSM201-SO | DOWNLOAD ESSM200-SO

SuperNova Magnifier and Speech with SMA
Software for your Windows computer enabling you to find your perfect combination of magnification, colours and speech.

USB ESSM205-SO | DOWNLOAD ESSM204-SO

SuperNova Magnifier With SMA
Magnification software for Windows computers for people with low vision. SuperNova Magnifier makes everything crystal clear and easy to read. Available in USB or download format.

USB ESSM209-SO | DOWNLOAD ESSM208-SO

shop.visionaustralia.org

Call today on 1300 84 74 66
## OpenBook OCR V9
Convert printed documents and graphic-based text into electronic format on your PC. PEARL camera not included.

**ESOCR003-SO**

## Dongle for OpenBook Software
OpenBook software in a dongle.

**ESOCR046-SO**

## ABBYY FineReader Software License
ABBYY FineReader is an all-in-one OCR and PDF software application for documents. Available in Windows V15 and MAC Professional.

**WINDOWS ESOOCR050-SO | MAC ESOOCR056-SO**

## Talking Typer Touchtyping Training Software
Talking Typer is a typing and computer keyboard training program that speaks and displays lessons on screen. Available in download format only.

**EST7434**

## Synapptic Software Android
Software for Android phones and tablets that makes the interface more simple and easier to use and navigate when you have low vision or blindness.

**ESSR198**

---

**Vision Australia**

For all SuperNova, ZoomText, Synapptic or JAWS software upgrades or Software Maintenance Agreements (SMA) please contact Vision Store on 1300 84 74 66
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**MiniGuide Ultrasonic Echo-location Detector**
The MiniGuide is an electronic mobility aid and uses ultrasonic echo-location to detect objects.

**Sunu Band**
The Sunu Band is a wearable secondary mobility aid that uses sonars to detect objects above waist height. It improves navigation for people who are blind or have low vision.

**BuzzClip**
A small and discreet wearable device for people who have low vision or are blind. It uses ultrasound to detect obstacles that may lie directly in one’s path.

**Victor Reader Trek**
A device that combines a talking book and media player, with navigation guidance technology enabling you to navigate the world around you.

**Saarthi with Cane**
This electronic mobility aid is used in conjunction with your white cane and provides obstacle detection for the user.

**WeWalk Smart Cane**
This electronic mobility aid detects above-ground obstacles using ultrasound. Download the WeWalk app on your smart phone to access advanced features.

For more information, visit shop.visionaustralia.org or call 1300 84 74 66.
**Bevria Canes**
We carry a wide range of canes in different sizes including mobility, support, ID symbol and children canes.

**Bevria Cane Tips**
A range of cane tips are available, that vary in shape and size depending on the type of surface you use it on.

**UV Shields**
Glasses that fit over your frames and used to minimise pain and eye fatigue from glare and also reduces exposure to UV rays.

**FitOvers**
Wrap around style sunglasses designed to fit over spectacles and have polarised lenses to cut out uncomfortable UV rays.
Talking Pedometer
This talking pedometer features a talking alarm which can be set to sound at any time of day.

Talking Digital Skipping Rope
This talking skipping rope has a calorie counter, jump counter and timer. The voice announces calories burned, number of jumps and workout time.

Digital Talking Compass
This digital talking compass features multi-lingual capability, supplementary colour display and is also suitable for those with a hearing impairment.
**Ladies Large Print Watch**
This watch has a white face with bold black numbers and features a small white strap and is water resistant.

ES1310

**Viga Watch - Extra Large Gold Stretch Band**
This gold large print watch has a white face with bold black numbers and features an extra large expanding band.

ES5101

**Talking Calendar Stop Watch**
A talking watch with a large LCD display that has a date and stop watch function. It comes with a matching, chrome band with a clasp.

ES5312

**Single Button Talking Wristwatch With Expandable Band**
This silver, talking watch has a clear female voice and features a white face with bold black numbers. It has an expandable band.

GENTS ES7106 | LADIES ES7107

**Talking Large Faced Watch**
This large faced talking watch has a female voice. It comes in either a stretch band or leather strap.

STRETCH ES7109 | LEATHER ES7110

**Talking Alarm Wristwatch**
This talking watch has a female voice and features an alarm and has a leather strap.

ES7108
Talking Square Watch
This large print square black faced talking watch has a female voice with white bold numbers. It has 3 alarms and a black rubber strap.

ES7111

Gents Talking Touch Watch
This talking watch features a female voice and alarm function. Simply touch the screen and it will announce the time and the date after 3 seconds.

BRACELET ES7133 | LEATHER ES7134

Ladies Talking Touch Watch
This talking watch features a female voice and alarm function. Simply touch the screen and it will announce the time and the date after 3 seconds.

BRACELET ES7135 | LEATHER ES7136

Calendar Alarm Wristwatch with Gold Stretch Band
This talking watch has a white face with bold black numbers and a male voice. It has an expanding bracelet and will announce the date and time. Also has an alarm function.

LADIES ES7128 | GENTS ES7129

Large Gold Talking Watch with Stretch Band
This large white faced talking watch with bold black numbers has a female voice. It comes with an expanding bracelet.

ES7130
**Children’s Tactile Watch**
This tactile children’s watch has a stainless steel case, silver tone dial and has a fun, ocean themed strap.

**Jadco Wall Clock**
Easy-to-read, large print, wall clock. Numbers are black on a white face with clear, black hands. 22cm in diameter.

**Wall Clock**
Easy-to-read large print wall clock. Numbers are black on a white face with clear black hands. 32cm in diameter.

**Talking Pocket Timer and Clock**
Talking, pocket-sized timer and clock with clip and digital display.

**Talking Cube Clock**
This cube shaped alarm clock announces the time in a male voice when you press the round button on top of the clock.

**Talking Calendar Alarm Clock**
An alarm clock that announces the time and date at the push of a button in a clear male voice.
**Talking Traditional Style Alarm Clock**
A beautifully designed talking clock. Just press the face of the clock to hear the time and date. Announced in a clear male voice.

**UFO LCD Talking Clock**
UFO shaped talking alarm clock with digital LCD display on the base.

**Talking Alarm Clock With Spoken Temperature**
This talking clock has a large button on the top to activate the LCD display and announces the time and temperature (in Celsius or Fahrenheit) in a clear female voice.

**Talking Travel Clock**
This slim travel talking alarm clock announces the time in a clear female voice and has a large digital display. It also has a belt clip.
## Time Keeping

### Pocket Talking Alarm Watch
This talking alarm watch has a female voice and a white analogue face with black numbers. Can be used as pocket or pendant depending on the chain used.

**ES7105**

### Talking Keyring Clock
A pocket-sized digital talking clock attached to a key-chain. It features an LCD display and a button to push to announce the time.

**ES5010**

### Pendant Talking Watch
A unisex talking watch that announces the time, day, date and year in either a male or female voice. Can be used as a pendant for ladies or pocket for men depending on the chain used.

**ES5342**

### Talking Keychain
This talking keychain features an LCD display. With the touch of a button the current time is announced.

**ES7112**

### Talking Pocket Clock
This talking alarm clock has an LCD display and announces the time in a female voice.

**ES0060**
Halo Daylight Lamp
A lightweight, foldable, table 2.25x magnifying lamp with a 4x spot lens and has 3 brightness levels. It is ideal for reading and writing.
ES0193

Daylight Foldable LED Magnifying Lamp
A foldable pocket 3x magnifying lamp with LED light that is perfect for spot reading.
ES0139

Daylight Omega 7 Magnifier
This magnifying lamp features a 1.75x lens and high power LEDs with two levels of brightness for clear viewing.
ES1121

Inspect-A-Gadget LED Desk Mount Magnifier
Ideal for any workshop, this LED lamp provides 1.25x magnification and attaches to a desk or bench top with a clamp.
ES1110

MultiFlex LED Desktop Magnifying Lamp
A desktop magnifier with 2 LED lights on a metal flex arm for easy adjustment. Providing 2x magnification with a 6x spot bifocal lens.
ES0367

Desktop LED Magnifying Lamp
This LED lamp provides 1.75x magnification. Ideal for hands free tasks like sewing, craft and jewellery work.
ES1107
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Daylight Smart Clip-on Book Light
This lightweight, clip-on LED light is portable and great for reading on the go, or for any craft or hobby work.
ES0068

Smart Travel Light
This lightweight, dimmable, smart travel light is rechargeable and USB compatible.
ES0195

Dimmable LED Desk Lamp
This is an excellent multi-task light, as the dimmable touch switch allows you to choose between three different levels of lighting. Very handy.
ES1034

Equipoise Lamp
Incandescent lamp complete with heavy table base and flexible anglepoise arm. Suits any home or office.
SMALL ES1010 | MEDIUM ES1011

Daylight Smart Clip-on Book Light
This lightweight, clip-on LED light is portable and great for reading on the go, or for any craft or hobby work.
ES0068

Magnifier Lens for Daylight Omega Lamp
Optional lens for the Daylight Omega 7 Magnifying Lamp. Available in two magnification strengths.
2.25x ES1125 | 4.75x ES1127

Swan Floorstanding Lamp
This daylight floorstanding lamp is ideal for all types of hobbies including needlework, sewing and quilting. It features LED lights and a 1.75x magnification lens.
ES0192
**XtraFlex Floor Magnifying Lamp with 12 LEDs**
A floor standing magnifier with 12 LED lights on a metal flex arm for easy adjustment. Providing 2x magnification with a 6x spot bifocal lens.

ES0368

**Table Base For Daylight Omega 7**
This optional table base is an accessory for the Daylight Omega 7 Magnifying Lamp. It’s extra weight helps to improve stability.

ES1123

**Floor Stand for Superlux Lamps**
This handy floor stand is an additional accessory for the Superlux LSZ and LSX lamps.

ES1205

**Floorstand for Daylight Omega 7**
This optional floorstand is for the Daylight Omega 7 Magnifying Lamp. It is easy to assemble and the wheels make it portable.

ES1122

**LSM 9 Floor Stand**
This floor stand enables your desk lamp to be used as a freestanding floor lamp. It stands at 75cm high and is white.

ES1206
Brailliant™ BI X
Faster, stronger and better

The Brailliant BI X Series helps blind students and professionals to stay connected, take notes, send text messages, and download books from online libraries.

With the Brailliant BI 40X and the Brailliant BI 20X, its mobile-friendly option, this is the Brailliant idea we have all been waiting for!

For information, please contact Vision Australia
shop.visionaustralia.org
visionstore@visionaustralia.org | 1300 84 74 66

Mantis Q40
An efficient, smart, all-in-one braille display

With the Mantis 40-cell refreshable Braille display, you do not have to choose between a keyboard and a Braille device.

Be more productive
- Easily transfer text files to the device and read in braille.
- Switch effortlessly between devices.
- Take it with you wherever you go.
- Control your host device within Bluetooth range.

For information, please contact Vision Australia
shop.visionaustralia.org
visionstore@visionaustralia.org | 1300 84 74 66
BrailleSense Polaris
A braille tablet that features the Android operating system, Lollipop and Polaris Office Suite software.

BrailleSense Polaris Mini
A braille tablet that features an Android operating system and 20 cell braille display.

BrailleNote Touch 18 Plus
A Google certified Braille Tablet featuring 18 braille cells, KeySoft and intuitive interface.

BrailleNote Touch 32 Plus
A Google certified Braille Tablet featuring 32 braille cells, KeySoft and intuitive interface.

Brailliant BI X Braille Display
The Brailliant BI X range of refreshable braille displays are designed for extensive reading. Available in 20 or 40 cells.

Mantis Q40
A full-size QWERTY laptop-style keyboard and built-in 40-cell refreshable braille display.
Focus 14 Blue Generation 5
The Focus 14 Blue is a portable refreshable braille display featuring 14 cells and Bluetooth connectivity.

Focus 40 Blue Generation 5
The Focus 40 Blue is a portable refreshable braille display featuring 40 cells and Bluetooth connectivity.

ElBraille 40 Docking Station
This docking station is to be used with the Focus 40 Blue Generation 5 braille display.

Smart Beetle
Ultra-Portable 14-Cell braille display with 5 simultaneous Bluetooth connections.

Orbit Reader 20
A 20 cell refreshable braille display with simple note-taking capabilities.

Orbit Writer
A compact Bluetooth braille keyboard that works with all smart phones and computers.
Romeo 60 Embosser
This embosser prints high quality braille, with Wi-Fi and Bluetooth capabilities so you can send files from your computer or smart device to print.

ES0330-SO

Piaf Tactile Image Maker
A fast and simple to use tactile image maker. It creates raised line drawings on capsule or swell paper using heat. Ideal for people who are blind.

ESBR048-SO

Perkins Brailler
A manual brailler device. It also includes felt pad, dust cover and wooden eraser.

ES4050

SMART Brailler
The SMART Brailler is designed to be an interactive and educational experience by displaying, vocalising and brailing what the user types.

ES4062

Mountbatten Braille Whisperer
Designed to be quieter than a standard manual brailler and features Bluetooth connectivity.

ESBR053-SO

Tatrapoint
A mechanical, six-key braille writer that is lightweight, robust and easy to use.

ES0336-SO
Perkins Dymo Tape Holder
This device attaches to any Perkins Brailler and permits fully, contracted braille to be produced directly onto the Dymo tape.

Duxbury Braille Translator
Software that converts words to braille. It can also be used to produce documents in braille, which can be printed using a braille embosser.

Braille Keyboard Overlay
A comprehensive set of 72 adhesive-backed overlays, with raised braille markings for a standard computer keyboard.

Braille A4 Frame & Stylus
A full page plastic braille slate that has 27 lines, with 30 cells per line. It includes a stylus.

Perkins Ring Binder
This two-ring binder folder is designed to accommodate Perkins-size braille paper, which is 29 x 28 cm.

Mountbatten Carry Case
A handy, protective carry case for the Mountbatten Braille Whisperer. Great for traveling and on the go.
Prockey Pen
Produces bold, easy-to-see handwriting. Ink does not bleed to the other side of the page. Comes in two tip styles.

BULLET TIP ES3167 | CHISEL TIP ES3169

Pentel Sign Pen
Produces bold, easy-to-see handwriting. Ink does not bleed to the other side of the page. A fibre tipped pen.

ES3160

Bold Line Writing Pad
Writing pad with bold black lines printed on white paper. 100 pages single sided. Available in A4 or A5.

A5 ES3139 | A4 ES3147

Perkins Paper
Braille paper to fit Perkins Brailler. Comes in two pack sizes.

100 PACK ES4030 | 500 PACK ES4031

A4 Size Braille Paper
A4 size braille paper. The paper can be used in a Perkins Brailler and other manual braille machines.

250 PACK ES4034 | 500 PACK ES4035

Braillon Thermoform (50 Pack)
Braillon is a plastic paper used primarily to reproduce tactile graphics and is useful if you struggle to feel braille on standard paper.

ES4049
**Tractor-Feed Perforated Paper**
Suitable for tractor feed embossers such as the Braille Blazer, Index basic S, Index basic D and Juliette. Comes in a pack of 1000 sheets.

28 x 33cm ES4040 | 28 x 24cm ES4041

**Braillable Adhesive Sheet**
Durable, clear plastic A4 sized sheet with peel-off adhesive backing. Used for labelling items in braille.

ES6108

**ZY Paper 100 Per Pack**
Paper used specifically for the Piaf tactile image maker. Comes in A4 or A3 size.

A4 ESBR049-SO | A3 ESBR085-SO

**Black Aluminium Bookstand**
This lightweight and robust reading stand has eight adjustment angles and allows for close up work without experiencing neck strain.

ES3002

**Posture Rite Lap Desk**
A portable tray desk that has padding underneath, which allows you to lay it on your lap. It is angled toward you to prevent neck strain.

ES3000

**Busy Board Wooden Reading and Writing Board**
This adjustable stand can hold a variety of documents and books up to A3 in size. It allows for close up work without the neck strain.

ES3003
Signature Guide
A durable, black, plastic guide that has a rectangular cut-out and is useful for signing forms and documents.

SMALL ES3103 | LARGE ES3104

A4 Superior Writing Guide
An A4 size plastic writing guide that has several rectangular cut-outs, which helps keep writing on a page straight and neat.

ES3121

Standard Wooden Stylus
It has an ergonomic handle and is used with a braille frame to hand write notes or messages in braille.

ES4014

Plastic Embossing Film (50 pack)
The surface of this plastic film rises when drawn on with a ball point pen or embossing tool, creating an instant tactile diagram.

ES4086
**CircleMate Compass**

The perfect maths tool for drawing circles quickly and easily. Create tactile circles from 1cm to 20cm in diameter on embossing film or clear print ones using a marker pen.

ES0353

**Geometry Mat**

A rectangular rubber mat that is used as a backing sheet when making raised drawings on embossing film, using an ink-less pen or embossing tool.

ES8560
**Wikki Stix**
Reusable, colourful, waxed sticks that can be twisted or shaped and stuck on surfaces.

**Braille Numbers Pocket Flash Cards**
Boost your child’s number recognition skills with fun activities using these number flash cards that are in braille and large print.

**Braille Addition Pocket Flash Cards**
These pocket flash cards are in braille and large print. They are used to teach your child addition using numbers from 0 through 12.

**Hot Dots Talking Pen**
This pen talks, glows and makes lots of fun sounds. It’s an interactive tool to use with Hot Dots Flash Cards (sold separately).

**Wikki Stix Alphabet Fun Cards**
These fun cards feature tactile letters allowing your child to learn the alphabet. It contains 36 reusable wikki stix.

**Wikki Stix Numbers And Counting**
These fun cards will help your child learn to form numbers and count. Contains 36 reusable wikki stix.
**Braille Tactile Stickers**  
These stickers feature raised and tactile graphics and reward phrases that are in braille and large print.

**DK Braille Books**  
A range of braille books that are designed for blind pre-school children to learn key skills.

**Big Time Learning Clock**  
This clock features large easy-to-read hour and minute markings, which makes teaching and learning to tell the time easy.

**Word Building Educational Kit**  
This handy learning aid is great for children or for anyone wishing to learn the braille and/or tactile alphabet.

**Braille Abacus**  
A Cranmer-style abacus designed for blind users to gain an in-depth understanding of numbers and mathematics.

**The Adventures of Kenzie Moo**  
This story is about Kenzie Moo who is blind and her mum, as they journey around Australia in a caravan.
### Sudoku Braille Cube
The sudoku braille cube is in a format where you must twist and turn rows of connected boxes until you get the correct combination.

**ES0215**

![Sudoku Braille Cube](image)

### Tactile Puzzle Cube
The classic puzzle with a tactile twist! This blind-accessible version has been enhanced with tactile markings.

**ES0218**

![Tactile Puzzle Cube](image)

### Talking Alphabet Puzzle With Braille
Each puzzle piece is cut in the shape of a letter of the alphabet. When a piece is placed correctly on the board, a voice announces the name of that specific letter.

**ES0225**

![Talking Alphabet Puzzle With Braille](image)

### Counting Cookies Educational Game
This educational game encourages kids to explore early maths skills and learning to count.

**ES0224**

![Counting Cookies Educational Game](image)

### Sam The Seeing Eye Dog Book
This is a story of Sam The Seeing Eye Dog and the stages he goes through to become a Seeing Eye Dog.

**ESMX3067**

![Sam The Seeing Eye Dog Book](image)

### Scentos Funny Face Scented Markers (Pack 8)
Bring your drawings to life with this set of eight fruit smelling, washable marker pens.

**ES0229**

![Scentos Funny Face Scented Markers (Pack 8)](image)
**Large Geometric Plastic Shapes**
This set of 10 geometric shapes makes exploring geometry, fun! It allows your child to learn the relationship between area, volume, shape, form and size.

ES0345

**Braille Teaching Cube Keyring**
Twiddle your way towards learning the braille alphabet with this yellow keyring fob made of rotating blocks with raised black rivets.

ES0352

**L Plate Plush Puppy**
A soft and cuddly Seeing Eye Dog plush toy with a removable Seeing Eye Dog learner harness. Available in Blonde or Black.

BLONDE ESMX2160 | BLACK ESMX2162

**Code Jumper**
Jump start your interest in computer science! This fun and engaging product is designed to teach blind students how to write computer code.

ES1208-SO

**MAKING LIFE EASIER**
100% Australian owned Oricom, have a wide range of phones to make life easier if you are blind or have low vision. Features include; easy to use big high contrast tactile buttons with extra large print, picture dialling, and convenient speakerphone.
**CARE95 Amplified Big Button Phone**
An easy to use large button phone with a simple and classic white design. It also has a button to amplify the sound for people with hearing difficulties.

**Big Button Speaker Phone**
Big button phone with speaker phone facilities so that it can be used hands free. Has six programmable memory buttons.

**Big Button Phone with Picture Dialling**
It features six large, one touch, picture memory buttons, enabling you to save 6 different contacts’ phone numbers with their photos.

**Pairable BB Cordless Handset**
This handset can be paired with the big button cordless phone (ES6504).

**Cordless Digital Phone**
This big button, cordless phone features talking menu, amplified receiver and large easy-to-see buttons and screen.

**Olitech EasyFlip 4G Mobile Phone**
It features a large screen, big and tactile buttons and voice output keys and menus. Unlocked to all carriers.
Disclaimer

*Optical and Electronic Magnifiers
We understand that everyone is different – that’s why our magnifiers come in a variety of styles with a range of features to suit your personal needs. Our skilled Orthoptists and Optometrists are available to provide advice, training and support on how to get the most from your magnifier.

^Canes and Electronic Mobility Aids
If you are unsure which cane or electronic mobility aid is suitable for your needs, our Orientation and Mobility Specialist can assist you.

All products featured in this catalogue have been included on the basis that the items will be available at the time of print. Unexpected supplier issues may result in some products not being available or there may be a delay with your order. If this happens our friendly staff will be in contact to advise on the situation.

In line with a policy of continuous improvement, we reserve the right to modify designs without prior notice. Changes are periodically added to the information on our website. All information stated in this catalogue is correct at time of printing and subject to change without notice.

The material presented is for general information only.

For further information regarding products or pricing please visit www.shop.visionaustralia.org, call us on 1300 84 74 66 or email visionstore@visionaustralia.org

For information regarding services please call 1300 84 74 66.

Vision Australia ABN 67 108 391 831  ACN 108 391 831
In addition to our extensive range of Vision Australia products, we also offer a selection of special order items that include white goods, technology, magnifiers, smart home products and more.

If you are having trouble finding the product you require, our team can assist you. Our special order service includes products from our partner brands such as Apple, Samsung, Magnifiers Australia and Dolphin.

**How to Order**

1. **Enquire**
   
   Speak to one of our friendly staff who can inform you of our special order range

2. **Purchase**
   
   Once you have made your choice one of our staff members will submit the order for you.

3. **Delivery**
   
   Once your order has been placed, we will call you when your order is on its way, usually within 5-10 business days.

   Please note, special orders have extended delivery periods and they cannot be returned unless faulty or damaged.

Please contact us on 1300 84 74 66 or visionstore@visionaustralia.org to find out more information.
Our Vision Stores feature a great range of daily living aids and assistive technologies. By visiting one of our stores, you can trial before you buy and have one of our expert staff demonstrate how the product can best support your personal needs.

Vision Stores located at Coorparoo (Brisbane), Parramatta (Sydney) and Kooyong (Melbourne) have the largest range of our products, all in one place.

Please call us on 1300 84 74 66 to find out more or to make an appointment.

www.visionaustralia.org/about-us/contact-us/locations

**Australian Capital Territory**

**Canberra**
Suite 1a – 3 Sydney Ave, Barton ACT 2600

**New South Wales**

**Albury**  
490 David St,  
Albury NSW 2640

**Coffs Harbour**  
126 West High St,  
Coffs Harbour NSW 2450

**Parramatta**  
128 Marsden St,  
Parramatta NSW 2150  
(entrance via Argyle St)

**Ashfield**  
224 Liverpool Rd,  
Ashfield NSW 2131

**Epping**  
Suite 2A Grnd Flr,  
3 Carlingford Rd,  
Epping NSW 2121

**Newcastle**  
7-9 Beaumont St,  
Hamilton NSW 2303

**Gosford**  
Suite 1, Level 3,  
Gateway Centre,  
237 Mann St,  
Gosford NSW 2250

**Caringbah**  
301 Kingsway,  
Caringbah NSW 2229

**Wollongong**  
2/106 Market St,  
Wollongong NSW 2500
## Queensland

**Brisbane**  
373 Old Cleveland Rd  
Coorparoo QLD 4151

**Townsville**  
7 Fulham Road,  
Pimlico QLD 4812

**Maroochydore**  
19 George St,  
Maroochydore  
QLD 4558

**Robina (Gold Coast)**  
Suite 1, Level 1,  
Easy T Centre,  
510 - 514 Christine Ave,  
Robina QLD 4226

## Victoria

**Ballarat**  
14 Coltman Plaza,  
Lucas VIC 3350

**Dandenong**  
45 Princes Hwy,  
Dandenong VIC 3175

**Sunshine**  
20 Withers St,  
Sunshine VIC 3020

**Bendigo**  
1/20 Bridge St,  
Bendigo VIC 3550

**Geelong**  
79 High Street,  
Belmont VIC 3216

**Ringwood**  
Shop 3, Civic Place,  
Ringwood VIC 3134

**Kooyong (Head Office)**  
454 Glenferrie Rd,  
Kooyong VIC 3144

## Western Australia

**Perth**  
148 Railway Parade  
West Leederville WA 6007
Please contact us on 1300 84 74 66 or visionstore@visionaustralia.org to find out more information.